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Advance booking is essential for all venues.
See back page for tour details. On tour days

our contact number is 07765 413636.
Regular updates will be posted at: 

 

www.aitchisoncellos.com/exdetails

Contemporary Cello Bows

Welcome to our special newsletter containing full

details of this autumn’s selling exhibition of

international contemporary bows. Take a Bow

2008 promises to be the most exciting collection of

cello bows we’ve ever assembled and we are very

much looking forward to sharing the bows with

cellists in Ely and on tour around the UK (see the

diary opposite and tour details on the back page).

Prize winning Bow Makers

Thirty three bow makers are sending bows to the

exhibition this year including famous names, prize

winners and exciting new makers. Their

biographies on pages four and five give an insight

into the wonderful expertise and talent which Take

a Bow brings to the UK. Contemporary bows offer

exceptional quality and value and also make

excellent long term investments. A list of interim

bow prices can be found on page six.

Ely Exhibition

The main exhibition takes place at our workshop

home at 7 Cambridge Road in the beautiful

cathedral city of Ely (see page seven for maps).

Three hour appointments can be booked seven

days a week, starting at 10am, 1pm and 4pm.

Please phone 01353 668559 as soon as possible to
book your visit. For a full description of the

exhibition process, see inside.

Exhibition Tour

In response to requests from those living far away

from Ely, we are visiting most corners of the UK on

an extensive tour which includes Somerset, Cardiff,

Birmingham, Oxford, Manchester, Glasgow and

London. Please contact us well in advance to
arrange your visit to tour venues. For tour details,
see the diary opposite and also the back page.



w o r k I n g   t h r o u g h   t h e`   b o w s   

The aim of the exhibition is to give cellists an

opportunity to try exceptional contemporary

cello bows in a supportive and comfortable

environment. Comparing the playing qualities

of a wide range of fine bows at the same time

and place is an ideal way to discover exactly

which bow best suits you and your cello.

Visiting cellists have at least three hours to

play through the collection of bows in our

comfortable music rooms, assisted by a friend

or colleague if they wish. We are happy to

accommodate players for as long as they need;

our record so far is six hours! Drinks and

snacks are freely available throughout your

stay.

With at least fifty bows to try, your first

play through is likely to take well over an

hour.

When you arrive we will show you to one of

our music rooms where you will have

exclusive access to the entire collection of cello

bows which are numbered and stored in boxes

of six, so you can work through them

systematically. We provide feedback forms on

which you can record your impressions of

each bow. If you do not have a companion to

help you, we are happy to take notes for you

and to tighten, loosen and rosin each bow so

that you can relax and focus on playing the

bows.

We recommend playing through the whole

collection as quickly as possible. With at least

fifty bows to try, this first play through is

likely to take well over an hour. The aim of

this first stage is to discard a significant

number of bows on the basis of tone,

articulation, weight or balance and to reserve

about a dozen bows to test more extensively in

a second round. It’s most effective to start by

trying the bows ‘blind’ without referring to the

maker or price of the bow. This allows for a

more objective selection, based purely on the

bow’s performance in your hands.

The ‘semi final’ stage usually involves putting

each bow through a systematic series of tests

in order to narrow the selection down to two

or three bows.

In the final round you are likely to be choosing

between two or three bows, each of which

may appeal in different ways. We are happy

to listen and to give feedback as you play each

bow and will also give information about the

bow makers and provide an insight into the

craftsmanship of each bow.

Do feel free to telephone or email if you would

like to discuss any aspect of the exhibition; we

will be only too happy to help.

For insights into the bow testing process, you
might like to read:

The appeal of bows:

http://www.aitchisoncellos.com/bowart2.htm

Bow testing techniques:
http://www.aitchisoncellos.com/bowart.htm

Players test bows:
http://www.aitchisoncellos.com/bowart3.htm

‘A bow is more personal to the player than any instrument. It is a prolongation of your right

arm, a part of you, and if you get it right, there is a happy marriage between three parties:

the player, the instrument and the bow.’ Bernard Millant



t o p   t I p s   f o r   t r y I n g   b o w s 

 

 

Bring your own bow. It’s very useful to play

your own bow when you first arrive, to

ground yourself and to get used to the

acoustic of the music room. Your existing bow

can also act as a control to compare with the

bows you try.

Bring a fellow cellist, friend or partner.
We’re very happy to help you handle the

bows, make notes and give feedback but it’s

especially good to have a friend with you.

Allow yourself plenty of time. You are

welcome to try bows for as long as you need

to make your choice.

Prepare a selection of phrases with which to

explore each bow’s strength, tone and agility.

Don’t hesitate to ask if you’d like any help or
feedback about the bows you are trying. If

you are struggling to get through the

collection we can help to find bows which are

most likely to suit you as a player and which

will also match the character of your cello.

P u r c h a s I n g   b o w s  

If you decide to buy a bow from the exhibition

you will be invited to pay a 20% deposit to

secure the bow, with the balance payable by

the end of the exhibition on 7 December 2008.

All sold bows will be marked with red stickers

– as in a traditional art exhibition – and will

remain with the exhibition until 1 December

so that the work of each bow maker can be

appreciated by the majority of visitors.

Sold bows will be sent to their new owners

from 1 December or as soon after that as full

payment has cleared. All purchasers will

receive a free insurance valuation and will

need to arrange insurance cover from the date

the bow is delivered. All bows remain the

property of the makers until full payment is

received. Payment methods include internet

bank transfer, cheque or credit card. A 2.5%

processing charge is payable by those who

wish to pay by credit card.

If you feel you need to try a bow for a longer

period before making a final decision, you can

book one or more bows for a seven day trial

period after 1 December. The cost of booking

a bow trial is £20 to cover the cost of posting

bows to you.

If another player subsequently pays a deposit

on a bow which you have booked for home

trial, your trial will be cancelled and the fee

will be refunded in full.

We will donate 5% of the price of sold bows to

the International Pernambuco Conservation

Initiative (IPCI) an international organisation

of bow makers working to support the future

of the pernambuco tree in Brazil.

To discover more about the work of the IPCI

you can read our recent article at:

www.aitchisoncellos.com/articlepernambuco



 

B o w   M a k e r   B I o g r a p h I e s

MORGAN ANDERSEN attended the Violin Making

School of America in Salt Lake City. Upon graduation,

he studied bow making with Frank Passa in San

Francisco and since then he has worked in his native

Washington State. Prizes: gold medals (va, vc) VSA

1986; gold (vc) VSA 1988. Between 1992 and 2006 he has

judged bows at four VSA competitions.

JOHN ANIANOmade his earliest bows under the

guidance of William Salchow and has worked with bow

maker Yung Chin since early 2002. John’s modern bows

are made using a personal model inspired by Pajeot,

Maire and Adam. Prizes: certificates of merit (va & vc)

VSA 2004; gold (vc) VSA 2006.

PEG BAUMGARTEL was trained by Paul Siefried for

seven years mainly in restoration and also attended the

first five years of the Oberlin BowWorkshop where she

worked with Stephane Thomachot, Yung Chin, Francois

Malo and Morgan Andersen. Awards: 3 Certificates VSA

1990; Certificate of Merit Paris 1991.

BERND ETZLER studied and worked at the Franz Liszt

Music Academy in the Hungarian capital from 1986 to

1992. In 1993 he established his own workshop in Göd

near Budapest. From 1997 99 he worked with Pierre

Guillaume in Brussels and returned to his workshop in

Göd in 2000. Prizes: certificate of merit Manchester 2007.

RODNEY FLETCHER is an instrument and bow maker

working in New York. He was the apprentice of Carlos

Arcieri in New York for six years whose shop was next

to William Salchow s. During this period he became a

friend of Isaac Salchow who taught him to make bows.

BORIS FRITSCH studied violin making at Mirecourt

from 1988 1993 and in 1999 became a restorer with

Atelier Jean François Raffin in Paris. In 2002 he

established his own making workshop in Monmartre,

Paris. Prizes: special mention for a contemporary

creation (db) Paris 2004; certificate of merit (db) and gold

medal (vc) Manchester 2007.

PIERRE YVES FUCHS trained as a luthier in Brienz and

as a repairer with Weinstein in Tel Aviv, before studying

bow making with Gilles Duhaut, Pierre Guillaume and

Benoit Rolland. Prizes: gold medal (db) and certificates

of merit (vn, va, vc) VSA 2000; gold medal (va) and

certificates of merit (vn, vc, db) VSA 2002; bronze award

(vn) BVMA; gold medals (vn, va, vc, db) VSA 2004; silver

medal (vc) and gold medal (db) Paris 2004. Member of

the jury VSA 2006.

HUGO GABRIEL studied bow making with his brother,

Josef Gabriel in Erlangen, Germany. He was awarded a

certificate of merit (va) VSA 1994 and certificates of merit

(va & vc) VSA 1996. His bows follow Tourte’s model.

JOSEF GABRIEL has run his own workshop in

Erlangen, Germany, since 1987. Prizes: silver medal (vc)

Manchester 1992, a gold medal and tone award

Mittenwald 1993, gold medal (vc) VSA 1996 and silver &

bronze medals (vn & vc) Mittenwald 1997.

THOMAS GERBETH studied with Dürrschmidt and

Leicht and worked with Richard Grünke 1991 1997

before establishing his own workshop in Vienna. Prizes:

gold (vc) Manchester 1992; bronze (vc) Manchester 1994;

2 gold, 1 silver Mittenwald 1997; 2nd prize (ex aequo) &

Certificate of Merit for Perfect Workmanship (vn) and

Certificate of merit (va) Paris 2004.

HOWARD GREEN has a workshop in Fife, Scotland. He

initially trained as a professional cellist and has been

making bows inspired by Sartory and Lamy since 1992.

KLAUS GRÜNKE studied with his father Richard for

three years and with Hans Weisshar in Los Angeles for

two years. He won two gold medals (va & vc) VSA 1980

and a silver medal Kassel 1983 and has judged many

international competitions.

RICHARD GRÜNKE studied with Edwin Herrmann

and at the Pfretzschner workshop. He joined the Paesold

workshop in 1957 and in 1975 set up his own business in

Bubenreuth. He has judged numerous international

competitions. In 1996 he formed a company with his

sons, Klaus and Thomas.

THOMAS GRÜNKE studied bow making with his

father Richard and continues to work alongside his

father and brother, Klaus in Langensendelbach,

Germany. He is also an experienced restorer of valuable

antique bows and his new work is profoundly influenced

by the work of Peccatte, Voirin and Sartory.

YANNICK LE CANU studied with Bernard Millant,

Gilles Duhaut and Eric Grandchamp and now works in

Lille. Prizes: youngest maker award (va) and mention

spéciale (vn) Paris 1999; certificates of merit (vn & va)

VSA 2002; certificate of merit (vn) BVMA London 2004;

gold medal (vn) VSA 2004; silver medals (vn & va) and

mention spéciale Paris 2004; gold medals (vn & vc) VSA

2006; Meilleur Ouvrier de France 2007.

TINO LUCKE studied bow making in Markneukirchen

and then worked for Hieronymus Köstler in Stuttgart.

He now runs a workshop in Berlin. Prizes: bronze (vc)

and silver (vn) Paris 1999; gold (vn) BVMA 2004.

MICHAEL MAURUSHAT trained as a goldsmith in

Alberta, Canada and studied bow making with Roy

Quade and at the Oberlin bow making workshop 2001.

Prizes: certificate for outstanding playing characteristics,

(vn) BVMA London 2004.

JOHANNES MIETHING has worked with Pierre

Guillaume in Brussels since 2000. He has also opened a

workshop with four colleagues in Cologne. Prizes: silver

and young participant prize Mittenwald 2001.

PIERRE NEHR started an apprenticeship with his

brother, Jean Pascal Nehr in Marseille in 1995 and

graduated in Mirecourt. In 2000 he became a bow maker

in the Gilles Chancereul workshop in Paris and he

established his own Paris workshop in 2004.



ROBERT PIERCE was apprenticed to William Hofmann

and then trained with John Clutterbuck and William

Salchow. He worked with Pierre Guillaume for 10 years

and established an independent workshop in Brussels in

1998. He is an elected member of Groupe des Luthiers et

Archetiers d Art de France. Prizes: best playing bow

Manchester on two consecutive occasions.

PAUL SADKA trained as a professional cellist and

studied bow making with Noel Burke in Ireland and in

Cremona, Italy. He now lives and works in Paris and

specialises in cello bows. Prizes include a merit award

(vc) Manchester 2001.

STEPHEN SALCHOW has been making bows since

1995 and was taught by his father, William Salchow and

his nephew, Isaac Salchow. He is currently making close

copies of bows by Peccatte, Pajeot, Persoit and Dodd.

WILLIAM SALCHOW first studied bow making and

repair under Simone Sacconi in New York and then at

Mirecourt with Georges Barjonnet. He opened his own

New York studio in 1960 where he has been making

bows and inspiring bow makers ever since.

DAVID SAMUELS studied bowmaking with Stéphane

Thomachot and worked for Etienne Vatelot, Amnon

Weinstein, Rene Morel and Jacques Français. Prizes:

gold (vc) VSA 1992; gold (vn, va & vc) VSA 1994; gold

Manchester 1994 and gold (vn, va & vc) VSA 1996.

David has since served on the juries of the VSA and City

of Paris competitions.

JOHN STAGG has been making bows for more than 30

years. He worked at W E Hill & Sons and became their

senior bow maker before establishing his own workshop

in Bristol, UK. Prizes: certificate for playing quality (vc)

Manchester 1992.

JEAN LUC TAUZIÈDE studied bow making with Jean

François Raffin, Stéphane Thomachot and Jean

Grunberger before setting up his own workshop in

Anglet, France in 1997.

DAVID TEMPEST has been a professional viola player

all his working life and has also been making bows for

over twenty years. His cello bows are influenced by the

work of Sartory.

GEORGES TEPHO works in Quimper, France. Prizes:

gold (vc) VSA 1994, two certificates of workmanship

VSA 1994; bronze Mittenwald, 1991.

STEPHEN THOMSON studied instrument making and

repair at Merton College, London and joined J.P. Guivier

& Co in 1996. For the last five years he has specialised in

bow repair and set up his own restoration and bow

making workshop in 2006.

CHRISTIANWANKA studied bow making for 3 years

with his father and worked in Toronto before returning

to work in the family workshop in Baiersdorf, Germany.

HERBERT WANKA studied bow making at Bubenreuth

1952 55 and worked for Gotthard Schuster for many

years before setting up his own workshop in 1971 in

Baiersdorf, Germany.

MATTHEWWEHLING studied bow making with

William Salchow, Benoît Rolland and Georges Tepho,

with whom he worked for 5 years. Prizes: gold medals

(vn & vc) VSA 2002; certificate of merit (va) VSA 2002; 2

gold medals (vn & vc) VSA, 2006.

RICHARDWILSON was an apprentice of Garner

Wilson and then established his own workshop in

Cambridge where he makes, repairs and restores bows.

MARK YAKOUSHKIN came to bow making after art

school. He received a short period of tuition with Steven

Bristow in 1978, and then worked as a maker and

repairer for Haken and Bell in Abingdon. In 1983 he and

two violin making colleagues established Oxford Violins

which is still trading in its original form today.

ROGER ZABINSKI studied with Martin Beilke and

William Salchow. He was awarded a gold medal for a

violin bow VSA 1986 and has received numerous

certificates of workmanship from the VSA. He lives and

works in Minneapolis, USA.

‘We are living in the time of the best bow making in history. I would

encourage anyone interested in purchasing a bow to consider the bows of our

great contemporary makers.’

Paul Childs, New York bow expert, quoted in the Strad Magazine 2002

Competitions and prizes  

mentioned in biographies: 

BVMA London: BVMA violin and bow making

competition at the Genius of the Violin Festival,

London 2004.

Manchester: The Strad International Cello and

Bow Making Competition held at the

Manchester Cello Festival, RNCM.

Mittenwald: International Violin and Bow

Making Competition.

Paris: International Violin and Bow Making

Competition.

VSA: The Violin Society of America Violin and

Bow Making Competition.



 

I n t e r I m    c e l l o   B o w   P r I c e s *

* These prices are inclusive of VAT and are based on foreign exchange rates at the time of going to
press. We will review these prices in late October and publish the set prices for the exhibition on

our website on 31st October 2008.

5% of the price of each sold bow will be donated to the IPCI to ensure the future of the
pernambuco tree in Brazil. See www.aitchisoncellos.com/articlepernambuco.htm

www.aitchisoncellos.com

Morgan Andersen S £2,560

Morgan Andersen G £3,330

John Aniano S £2,090

John Aniano G £2,940

Bernd Etzler S £2,200

Bernd Etzler G £3,200

Ronald Fletcher S £2,200

Boris Fritsch S £tbc

Pierre Yves Fuchs S £2,900

Hugo Gabriel S £1,760

Hugo Gabriel G £2,400

Josef Gabriel S £1,920

Josef Gabriel G £2,560

Thomas Gerbeth copies £4,800

Thomas Gerbeth S £3,100

Howard Green S £2,040

Richard Grünke G £2,800

Klaus Grünke G £2,800

Thomas Grünke G £2,800

Yannick le Canu G £3,440

Tino Lucke S £2,560

Michael Maurushat S £2,300

Michael Maurushat G £3,250

Pierre Nehr S £2,350

Johannes Miething S £1,920

Robert Pierce S £2,360

Paul Sadka S £2,640

Paul Sadka G £4,000

Stephen Salchow S £2,350

William Salchow S £3,300

David Samuels S £3,600

David Samuels G £4,500

John Stagg S £2,800

John Stagg G £3,500

Jean Luc Tauziede S £2,350

David Tempest S £1,950

Georges Tepho S £2,720

Stephen Thomson S £1,700

Christian Wanka S £1,720

Christian Wanka G £2,800

Matt Wehling G £tbc

Richard Wilson S £2,300

Mark Yakoushkin S £2,350

Roger Zabinski S £2,350



T r a v e l l I n g   t o   E l y

Our address: 7 Cambridge
Road, Ely, Cambridgeshire CB7
4HJ

Ely is easily accessible by train,

with direct rail services from

London King s Cross (one hour)

Norwich (one hour)

Peterborough (40 minutes)

Birmingham (two hours 30

minutes) Manchester (four

hours) and Stansted airport (40

minutes).

Direct trains from King’s Cross

to Ely depart at 45 minutes past

each hour (the destination is

King’s Lynn). For more train

info: www.thetrainline.com

The easiest approach to Ely by

car from the south, west or

north west is via the A14 and

the A10. If travelling from the

north, it is best to travel down to

the A14 and then up the A10,

avoiding the slow cross country

roads (A141, A142) between

Huntingdon and Ely.

Detailed directions to our home
and personal recommendations
for accommodation in Ely can
be found at:
www.aitchisoncellos.com/travel

Many players visiting Take a Bow arrange to spend the day or take a short break in Ely if they are
travelling a long distance. Ely is a relaxing and refreshing city to visit. It is famous for its
cathedral and has a wealth of local shops, cafes, restaurants, riverside walks and parks.

Architecture: Ely Cathedral (11th Century); Stained Glass Museum;

Prior Crauden’s Chapel; Ely Museum

Walking Ely riverside and public parks; Anglesey Abbey;

Thetford Forest; Wicken Fen; Welney Wildfowl Trust

Food: Peacock’s Tea Rooms; The Boat House (on the riverside)

The Almonry; Prezzo; The Old Fire Engine House.

For more information about visiting Ely, telephone us on 01353 668559

contact Ely Tourist Information Centre on 01353 662062

or visit www.tourism.eastcambs.gov.uk



E x h I b I t I o n   T o u r   D e t a I l s 

Birmingham 5 November  

Birmingham Conservatoire
Adrian Boult Hall

2 3pm: bow testing seminar

3 6pm: opportunity to test bows

Somerset 15 & 16 November  

c/o Abbi and Maddy Mnatzaganian

The Gable House, Lower St, Pilton BA4 4DD
Appointments: 11am 6pm Saturday 15 Nov

Appointments: 9am 1pm Sunday 16 Nov

Manchester 10
 
– 12 November  

RNCM Studio Theatre, 124 Oxford Road M13 9RD

Bow testing 2 10pmMonday 10 Nov

Chetham’s School of Music, Long Millgate, M3 1SB

Appointments available all day Tuesday 11 Nov

Oxford 19 November  

Oxford Violins
67 Banbury Road, Oxford OX2 6PE

Appointments available 9am to 6pm

Call: 01353 668559 to book

Cardiff 24 November  

Royal Welsh College of Music and Drama
Cathays Park, Cardiff CF10 3ER

2.30pm: bow testing seminar

3.30 – 6pm: opportunity to try bows

Glasgow 27 November  

Royal Scottish Academy of Music and Drama
100 Renfrew St, Glasgow G2 3DB

11am 1pm: bow testing seminars

2 5pm: opportunity to try bows

Advance booking is essential for all venues: please phone 01353 668559 or email
sarah@aitchisoncellos.com for further details and to arrange your visit.

During tour days we can be contacted on 07765 413636.

More tour venues are being planned as we go to press and up to date details will be posted at
www.aitchisoncellos.com.

t a k e   a   b o w   f e e d b a c k 

‘I’d definitely recommend the exhibition. There’s

no comparison really. You just never get so many

bows in one place at one time and having the

choice in front of you is unique.’

Rachel Samuel

‘At the end of it all your gut instinct is the

most important thing. You get to know

yourself a bit better as you work through the

bows. It’s an exploration of the bow self!’

Paul Barritt

‘Robin was an enormous help, making encouraging

comments, popping in and out and helping me to

keep going. I felt Robin was very genuine and

impartial. At times I wanted more advice than he

was happy to offer, but I’m glad now that I made

my own way through the jungle the right bow

found me in the end.’ Josephine Horder

‘Bows are such a mystery but when a bow works

for a string player the result can be magical.’

Colin Carr

‘I really enjoyed coming to Ely. You were so

welcoming and the acoustics of the room and

the character of the house were so delightful

that I felt completely at ease – in the best frame

of mind to focus and make decisions.’

Rebecca Spencer

‘Working through the bows made me feel

confident about my own ability to choose for

myself. There were at least ten bows in the

exhibition which I would happily have used for a

concert; this made me realise that there are infinite

combinations of qualities in the best bows and

there is huge scope for players who are looking for

one or more bows to suit them and their

instruments.’ Hannah Roberts

www.aitchisoncellos.com


